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+971 58 58 28 974

WHO I AM ?
COACH YANNICK MOREL

I have traveled around the world, supporting
athletes reach high-level in their careers.
I work in the professional boxing field since
2008 for over 14 years and started off as a
physical trainer. Then, I started coaching &
have organised training camps at National and
International level. I have also worked as a
cornerman

for

fighters

for

biggest

organisations such as the WBA or EBU Boxing
Federation. I provide physical training and
nutrition plan and I developed an unique

Dubai, UAE

training System for all levels.
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“PEOPLE WHO FAST DURING
RAMADAN SHOULD USE
OVERNIGHT OPPORTUNITIES
TO CONSUME FOODS AND
DRINKS THAT CAN SUPPLY
THE NUTRIENTS NEEDED TO
PROMOTE HEALTH,
ADAPTATION AND
RECOVERY”
COACH YANNICK MOREL
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HEALTH BENEFITS OF FASTING
Except the mental aspect, there are many common

3.

physiological benefits of fasting and I choose for you

Not eating and drinking during the day is a very good

the most important :

method of detoxing your body naturally. It enables

Body Detox

your digestive system to clean by itself.
1.

Fat & Weight Loss

When you fast, you skip the lunch and you don’t eat

4.

until the Iftar so you consume less calories and less fat

During the month, many people notice an appetite

throughout the month. This may result in fat loss &

reduction. Everytime, I am surprised by how little food

weight loss.

I need actually to feel full when I break my fast. It is

Reduce Appetite

very important because it can help you restructure
2.

Lower Blood Sugar

your relationship with food.

An immediate effect of fasting is lowered blood sugar
and sometimes can lower blood cholesterol and

5.

pressure as well.

By skipping meals during the day, your metabolism

Improve Metabolism

may become more efficient because your are giving
your digestive system a break.
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FASTING & SPORT
HOW TO MANAGE ?

Ramadan is a month of fasting and for the
athlete, this period is often a source of
concern. He fears losing strength, weight and
seeing his performance reduced.
Fasting

properly

during

the

month

of

Ramadan will inevitably result in weight loss
(slight or not) and decreased performance.
This is quite normal but temporary due to a
lower calorie intake (fewer meals). But this
little step backwards can be considered from a
more positive angle: a temporary slowdown, of
course, but which will be followed by a new
progression.
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SAHÛR TIME

Casein is the most suitable protein here, for example as a

If you had adequate nutrition the night before,

supplement at the end of the breakfast or even as the sole source

the meal did not prevent you from sleeping

of protein. One greek yoghurt could be nice. This strategy is not

and you are probably hungry. The food for the

intended to make you feel so full that you are no longer hungry

breakfast is essential. It must try to reduce the

during the day, but rather to decrease the loss of muscle that can

muscular catabolism in priority but also to

occur and promote the use of body fat, hunger being a normal

increase

consequence of fasting during the month of Ramadan.

the

energy

reserves,

a

strategy

already started the day before. It will therefore
be necessary to consume a moderate amount
of carbohydrates with a moderate or low
glycemic index in quantity and especially a

Sahûr: moderate in

significant amount of animal proteins, which

carbohydrates (low or

can reach 50g, or even a little more if you have

moderate GI), rich in animal

a strong build. So it can be meat, fish, eggs,

proteins (50g). The amount of

dairy products or a mixture of all these. We

fat has a little importance.

can of course use protein powder here, they
will not disturb eating habits but also not
make you sick with a giant breakfast.
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DURING THE DAY
Decreasing the number of meals and the daily
calorie intake implies weight loss during the
month of Ramadan. This weight loss will be
linked mainly to a loss of water, glycogen, fat
and some muscle. Apart from the strategies
already mentioned, you can minimize muscle
loss by practicing shorter and less intense
workouts (use of lighter loads). but if you feel
capable, try to maintain regular training as
much as possible. The better time to train will
be in the evening, before sunset but you can
do after Taraweeh. The meal that will follow
will allow you to recover and limit catabolism.
A

morning

workout

could

leave

you

dehydrated and tired for the rest of the day!
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IFTAR TIME
Respecting tradition is a good thing ! We usually break
the fast by eating dates and drinking a glass of milk. It is
Iftar: rich in
carbohydrates
(low or
moderate GI),
moderate in
animal
proteins (40g
maximum)
and moderate
in fat

totally inadvisable to take a large meal directly. Indeed,
the digestive system is somewhat "asleep" after a day
without food and a sudden and too important intake
can cause abdominal pain. Usually, a bit later, we take a
soup : which is a tradition that we can keep because the
soup hydrates you slowly and prepares your body for the
meal. For the meal that follows, make sure it is rich in
carbohydrates with a moderate or low glycemic index
and moderate in protein (40g of animal protein). Be
careful of the quantity to feel not full. Do not abuse fat in
principle, too heavy meals after periods of fasting
weaken the digestive system, moreover dinner should
allow you a restful night sleep to limit fatigue the next
day and have a little appetite for the breakfast.
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MY DAYMEAL DURING RAMADAN
TIME

FOOD
3 dates / 2 glasses of water included 1 with lemon / Fruits /
Eggs / Greek yoghurt topped with nuts, and granola
1 small smoothie with coconut water

SAHÛR
SPORT

Full Body Workout (Low intensity , Light weight)
Sport Technique (Anaerobic range Max)

IFTAR

3 dates / 1 glass of sheep milk / Water / Soup / Grilled chicken
with beans & nuts / Whole wheat semolina /
1 cup of coffee / Raw honey

BEFORE TARAWEEH

Smoothie (ripe banana – chia seeds – peanut butter –
almond milk – cocoa powder – ice)

BEFORE SLEEPING

2 cups of Green Tea / cashews / papaya
1 small protein shake
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AFTER RAMADAN
The end of Ramadan is marked by a significant
absorption of calories, especially carbohydrates
and fat provided by traditional dishes and cakes.
To avoid fat gain, take advantage of these
pleasures gradually and resume physical activity
at normal volume as soon as possible. The
significant energy intake with training will allow
you to quickly recover from the slight loss of
muscle and strength and may even offer you a
new start in terms of performance.
I hope the informations I have provided were
useful to you. Please do not hesitate to contact
me if I can provide further information.
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